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Acoustic PET felt baffles
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Material: PET felt
Min. 60% from recycled PET bottles
Sound absorption and reflection effect
Easy to install and clean
Recyclable
Production: Poland

Thickness
(mm)

Quantity of
baffles

Distance between
baffles (mm)

Width (mm)
Length
(mm)

Baffle
height (mm)

12 15 200 1180 3000 300

18 14 200 1180 2800 300

24 15 200 1180 300 300

Product sheet

Our ceiling baffles are the perfect solution for office spaces to significantly improve
acoustic performance.

Specification
Thickness of baffles: 12 mm / 18 mm /
24 mm
Material density: 1900g/m
Flammability class: B, s1
Mounting method: mounting slings
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Color palette 9mm | 18mm Color palette 12mm | 24mm

snow white chambray charcoalonyxmarble

hurricane dark gray

slate

mountain mist sky galaxy cobalt

catalina Blue midnight bottle green mineral green lime grass

linen biscuit cashmere desert sand coffee late stone wall

carmel milk cocoa coconut pinkish red carmine light burgundy

red wine sunshine orange grape wineberry

claud sandstone oceanblue smokeraw umber

dark night emerald

eternal deep

black sesame antracite iron carbon gray

pale slate greige gazpacho paprica amber drab

pesto olive malachite woodland mustard wasabi

plunge dark turquoise dark cerulean glacier moonstone blue downy

Jagged Ice light blue rose quartz light coral bulgarian rose dark burgundy 

light olive khaki pale oyster

*The filzbee colors you see vary depending on the characteristics of your TV/computer/tablet/smartphone screen,
although they are chosen to be closest to the original color shades. To be sure of your choice, we recommend viewing
PET felt samples.



By choosing our products, you contribute to the
elimination of plastic from our environment!

Thank you!
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We produce with passion!
298

So many bottles transformedinto a
single sheet of 12 mm PET felt.


